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Something Worth Sharing 
I got a text from my dad the other day. He said that he was in the ER, and they found a 

mass on his pancreas. I called him right away, and we talked through everything. We do 

not know what it is yet, but a mass on the pancreas is never a good thing. What I want to 

share is one phrase my dad mentioned in our call. He said, “I am not really worried about 

physical things right now.” 

That phrase made my eyes well up with tears of joy because it speaks of the power of the 

gospel to change the hearts of men. The gospel can make men see the unseen and walk a 

narrow road. And even if the shadow of death is cast upon us, we fear not because He is by 

our side. That phrase is evidence of the resurrection of Jesus Christ. Blessed be our Father 

who is mighty and merciful to save! 
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The Review  
  

 

The Lord’s Work   
The study with Robert is going very well. His wife, Kelly, is able to sit in and 

help if there is anything lost in translation. Robert reads for each study and in 

engaged. It is such a privilege to watch hearts come into contact with the 

Word of God. Robert is talking to other family members that need the Word 

too. God is good. 

My study with David and Jasmin continues. We are enjoying the Book of 

Matthew. He set it up for the reader to make a choice if they will accept and 

submit to the Lord or deny and reject Him. We are in the middle of this part of his 

gospel. I pray they will accept Him and become doers of His Word.  

Brandon and Emma are going through Matthew as well. We are in the middle of 

the sermon on the mount. May God be with them. 

I try my best to start my work day with a Bible study with the kids. It is amazing 

to see them pick up on spiritual truths at their age. They truly believe in the Lord. 

How beautiful is the heart of a child? Emily teaches Bible as part of their 

homeschool curriculum too. I am thankful to God that we are able to spend time 

with them in the Word. My prayer is that they will grow up to put the kingdom 

first.  

 Christians in 
Boston  
Since Emily and I have been in 

Boston we have worshipped at one 

place. This Nonprofit Center gave 

use friendly terms when their 

tenants were not using the 

conference space due to Covid. 

Now the Center sees our group as a 

Sunday hog because we use the 

conference center every Sunday. 

Needless to say, we are no longer a 

good fit, and we must find a new 

place to meet. May God’s 

providence be upon us.   

Kyle has reworked his schedule to 

study with our Spanish speaking 

brethren on Thursday nights. This is 

a need we have been talking about 

for a while. We think it is vitally 

important that if the English adults 

are meeting twice a week for Bible 

study, then the Spanish brethren 

should too. I am very encouraged 

by Kyle’s decision to put the 

kingdom first. I have no doubt it will 

be a fruitful use of his time.  
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Our Life   
We are waiting for Spring. These last 

weeks have been cold, windy, and 

rainy. The warm sunshine and the 

smells of Spring are more than 

welcome in these parts.  

We went to the equipping conference 

put on by the church in Brooklyn, NY. 

It is always encouraging to see the 

Lord’s people gather to worship and 

praise our Father. We got to learn 

from elders, teachers, and preachers 

of God’s kingdom.  

The little girl can open doors. Jon 

loves the Florida Gators and hates the 

Florida States. Howard makes 

comments in some of our Friday 

night studies. And Lonnie is quickly 

becoming a young lady. Time is flying 

by and we cannot stop it. Some wise 

folks once told us that when the kids 

come, you will not remember the 

time before them. They were right. 
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